Abstract-Time-stepped applications are pervasive in scientific computing domain but perform poorly in the cloud because these applications execute in discrete time-step or tick and use logical synchronization barriers at tick boundaries to ensure correctness. As a result, the accumulated computational skew and communication skew that were unsolved in each tick can slow down time-stepped applications significantly. However, the existing solutions have focused only on the skew in each tick and thus cannot resist the accumulation of skew. To fill in this gap, an efficient approach to resisting the accumulation of skew is proposed in this paper via fully exploiting parallelism among ticks. This new approach allows the user to decompose much computational part (also called asynchronous part) of the processing for an object, into several asynchronous sub-processes which are dependent on one data object. Each sub-process from different ticks can then proceed in advance using the idle time whenever the needed data object is available, redressing the negative effects caused by accumulated unsolved computational and communication skew. To efficiently support such an approach, a data-centric programming model and also a runtime system, namely AsyTick, coupled with an ad hoc scheduler are developed. Experimental results show that the proposed approach can improve the performance of time-stepped applications over a state-of-the-art computational skew-resistant approach up to 2:53 times.
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INTRODUCTION
M ANY important scientific applications are organized into logical time steps or ticks. Examples of such time-stepped applications include behavioral simulations [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , and n-body problem [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] and also are pervasive in graph algorithms [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , scientific computing [13] , [14] and so on. Recently, these applications have again attracted much attention because they are becoming instrumental in characterizing physical, ecological, and societal systems. For example, transportation simulations are used to predict road condition and help with transportation engineering. This proves to be very helpful in mitigating traffic congestion, which costed $12.1 billions in 2011, and produced 56 billion pounds of carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) pollution [15] .
Currently, in order to better understand real-world phenomena, the data sets needed to be processed by timestepped applications become even larger scale than before. To redress this challenge, the cloud [16] is evolving as a new platform to support such large-scale applications for its inexpensive cost and highly scalability.
However, these applications perform poorly in the cloud due to the use of logical synchronization barriers at tick boundaries, despite the proposition of parallel dataflow frameworks including MapReduce [17] and Dryad [18] . Although these applications are typically highly data parallel within each tick, the end of each tick is a logical barrier to ensure correctness. The computation in the next tick can only proceed after the end of the previous tick. As a result, the completion time of straggler in each tick and the time to send its results for the next tick dominate the execution efficiency of these applications. Unsolved computational skew and communication skew in each tick are accumulated and thus slow down these applications.
The current solutions [5] , [19] , [20] , [21] , [22] primarily aim to resist computational skew among tasks via partitioning data in consideration of their characteristics and then resist computational skew among workers via migrating the straggler or redistributing tasks. On the other hand, other solutions aim at the communication skew caused by network jitter [23] , [24] , [25] via fine grained synchronization and computational replication. However, for timestepped applications subject to these approaches, unsolved communication skew caused by network jitter or unsolved computational skew in each tick is still accumulated with the increase of ticks because of barriers.
In reality, for some time-stepped applications, there is amount of parallelism existing among ticks, especially for the applications with localized effect property. In these applications, much computational part, or called asynchronous part, of the processing for data objects in each tick can be asynchronously executed in advance, whenever its needed data object is available. Furthermore, for some timestepped applications with localized effect property, such as behavioral simulation, a data object's value can only affect a few other data objects within a single tick and its value may only affect some data objects after several ticks. In other words, the process of an object in subsequent ticks may only be dependent on a few objects' information at current tick. Therefore, for these applications, sub-processes from numerous different ticks can be asynchronously executed in a parallelism way, whenever its needed data object is available. Then the idle time caused by unsolved skew can be used to execute these asynchronous parts, relieving the negative effects of skew-accumulation caused by barriers.
In this paper, we propose a data-centric programming model to exploit these asynchronous parts in each tick, resisting the accumulation of skew. It provides users several interfaces to make them easily express what parts can be asynchronously executed and also ensure the correctness of applications at the same time. Then the asynchronous part of the processing for an object is decomposed into several sub-processes. Whenever a data object needed by such a sub-process is available, this sub-process of subsequent tick can be executed in advance via utilizing the idle time of workers caused by unsolved skew in current tick, resisting the accumulation of negative effects caused by skew in each tick. When the information of all the needed data objects is available and processed, the synchronous part of the processing for this object will be executed and immediately outputs its current state information to asynchronous subprocess of related objects for the next tick to process, ensuring the correctness.
Experimental results show that the computational imbalance degree and communication imbalance degree of the existing solution are even up to 3:3 and 0:61, respectively, and the ratio of asynchronous part is more than 85:7 percent. However, our approach can improve the performance of time-stepped applications up to 2:53 times compared to a state-of-the-art approach via resisting the accumulation of its unsolved skew.
The major contributions of this paper include: 1) An efficient approach is proposed for time-stepped applications to exploit asynchronous parts and achieve more parallelism, redressing the negative effects caused by accumulated unsolved computational and communication skew. 2) We propose a data-centric programming model allowing users to easily express asynchronous parts and also implement a runtime system coupled with an ad hoc scheduler for time-stepped applications to support the efficient execution of asynchronous parts. 3) This study reveals quantatively how much unsolved computational skew and communication skew exist in time-stepped applications subject to the current solutions in the cloud. Then it presents the ratio of asynchronous parts in each benchmark and also shows how much unsolved skew can be eliminated by our proposed approach, followed by thorough performance comparison against stateof-the-art solutions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a survey of the related work. Section 3 illustrates the motivation, main ideas and challenges of our approach. The implementation details of this approach are described in Section 4, followed by the thorough analysis of experimental results in Section 5. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 6.
RELATED WORK
Logical barriers that are employed to ensure the correctness of time-stepped applications make their performance suffer from computational skew and communication skew. Currently, many solutions have been proposed to eliminate computational skew and communication skew respectively.
Solutions for computational skew. Numerous approaches have been proposed to balance computational skew. For example, PowerGraph [21] tried to tackle the challenges of highly skewed power-law graphs for distributed graph applications, via partitioning and processing edges for each vertex over machines. SkewReduce [5] aimed at the scientific applications, where different partitions take vastly different amount of time to run even if their input data sets have the same size. SkewReduce proposed to determine how to partition the input data with user defined cost function to minimize the impact of computational skew for these applications.
When some nodes in the cluster become idle, SkewTune [20] identified the task with the greatest expected remaining processing time for MapReduce, then proactively repartitioned unprocessed input data of this straggling task to fully utilize the nodes in the cluster. Pearce et al. [26] proposed a load model for load balance algorithms based on application elements and their interactions to guide the selection of load balance algorithms.
Lifflander et al. [22] proposed persistence-based load balancers to redistribute the work to be performed in a given iteration based on measured performance profiles from previous iterations. They also presented retentive work stealing for applications with significant load imbalance within a phase, or applications with workloads that cannot be easily profiled. Ananthanarayanan et al. [19] proposed a mantri system, which classifies the reason of the skew for MapReduce task into three classes. Then this system monitors and analyses these reasons in advance, and takes related actions to reduce the negative effects caused by these reasons respectively via restarting, migrating and replication.
Solutions for communication skew. Significant efforts have been made in the HPC community to optimize communication for time-stepped applications [27] , [28] , [29] . However, these optimization techniques were developed using a model of fixed and unavoidable latency for sending a message across a dedicated network, but not for the unstable and unpredictable latency that characterizes the cloud. Asynchronous communication primitives facilitate communication hiding, and many bulk synchronous applications use these primitives to overlap computation and communication. These optimizations work best when communication latency is uniform and predictable, and it is difficult in practice to characterize their effectiveness [30] .
Some studies [31] proposed to avoid communication at the expense of performing some redundant computation. While communicating less often certainly helps, this technique alone cannot deal with latency spikes. Furthermore, it can only be applied to applications whose computational logic can be formulated as a sparse linear algebra problem. This specialization significantly impairs the productivity of scientists who want to develop new applications without regard of which optimizations to use for communication.
Zou et al. [23] tried to tolerate network jitter via fine grained synchronization and computational replication, which replaces global barriers with local synchronization, and also introduces the idea of computational replication to get needed data and completes the current tick in the absence of incoming messages. However, it still needs much synchronization between iterations and causes serious accumulation of skew.
Speculative execution. For the straggler problem in BSP model, the existing studies [32] , [33] proposed to support it based on speculative execution. However, they either need to give up the computation which is based on stale value or just follow best-effort approaches, in which the obtained results may be inaccurate. For example, FastTrack [32] needs to give up the computation which is based on stale value. Thus, for large-scale algorithms, it may cause significant runtime overhead. The best-effort approaches [33] can calculate approximate results and thus are only suitable to the algorithms accepting approximate results. Unfortunately, the approximately results are useless for timestepped applications, such as behavioral simulation. Our proposed approach is not based on speculative execution. The results of our sub-processes are bound to be used for the calculation of the final results of a data object.
Compared with current solutions. In summary, the current solutions only focus on computational skew and communication skew in each tick. On one hand, they partition data in consideration of their characteristics to resist skew among tasks and migrate the straggler or redistributing tasks to resist skew among workers. On the other hand, they resist communication skew via fine grained synchronization, computational replication and so on. However, for timestepped applications with these approaches, unsolved computational skew or unsolved communication skew in each tick will be accumulated with the increase of ticks because of barriers. To address this problem, this paper proposes a data-centric programming paradigm for timestepped applications to exploit asynchronous parts and get more parallelism, resisting the accumulation of skew.
THE PROPOSED APPROACH
This section first describes the benefits of extracting and asynchronously executing asynchronous part to resist the accumulation of skew via an example. Other time-stepped applications also have the similar property and thus can get such benefits in the same way. We then present the main ideas and challenges of the proposed method. The goal of this paper is to enable scientists to easily express and efficiently execute those asynchronous parts for each tick, resisting the accumulation of negative effects caused by unsolved skew in each tick.
Motivation
In this part, we take fish school simulation as an example to show the benefits of extracting and asynchronously executing the asynchronous part with regard to resisting skewaccumulation.
Fish school simulation is employed by Couzin et al. [1] to study information transfer in schools of fish. Within a tick, each fish agent inspects the current velocities of other visible fish to determine its new velocity for the next tick, where two parameters V (visibility) and R (reachability) determine how far a fish can see or move within a tick. In addition, informed individuals balance these social interactions with a preferred direction (e.g., a food source) to determine movement.
The processing of a tick is data parallel as in Algorithm 1. Each worker executes the tick logic for each fish agent independently, calculating its new state round by round, where the processing of a fish requires access to the state of all neighbor fish within its context C, which is a set of fish in a scope specified by parameter V . Note that Algorithm 1 just describes the fish school simulation with a fish, to simplify the description of benefits. In practice, objects are processed in blocks. . . . //Computes influence of g to f. 3 end for 4: . . . //Computes the preferred direction for fish f. 5: return f However, as described in Algorithm 1, the processing for each fish can be executed only when the information of all fish at the previous tick is available. If the information of a fish is unavailable because of computational skew or communication skew in current tick, the execution of this function in subsequent ticks needs to wait, and the processing of fish f for subsequent ticks can not proceed. Then the execution of subsequent ticks is delayed. Consequently, the negative effect of skew caused in each tick is accumulated.
In reality, the mobility of a fish is limited and may only affect some fish's behavior after several ticks. In other words, the process of a fish in subsequent ticks may only be dependent on the information of a few fish at the current tick. Therefore, we can consider whether this accumulation of unsolved skew can be redressed by exploiting the idle time of workers to asynchronously execute some computation of its subsequent ticks in advance. For example, the code from Line 1 to Line 3 of Algorithm 1 can be asynchronously executed as in Algorithm 2. In this way, the asynchronous part (from Line 3 to Line 7) at subsequent ticks can be executed in advance whenever the information of a fish in context C is available. Moreover, as shown in Section 5, its asynchronous part is up to 85:7 percent, showing the fact that much computation in subsequent ticks can be executed in advance, compensating the negative effects of unsolved skew in current tick and resisting the accumulation of skew. 
Main Ideas
As discussed in Section 3.1, due to logical barriers, the performance of time-stepped applications suffers from the accumulation of computational skew and communication skew unsolved by current skew-resistant approaches. Fortunately, this problem can be tackled via executing asynchronous part of subsequent ticks in advance as discussed in Section 3.1.
Consequently, we propose an efficient approach for timestepped applications to express asynchronous parts and fully exploit its inherent parallelism, redressing the negative effects caused by accumulated unsolved computational and communication skew. This approach then allows the user to decompose the asynchronous part of the processing for an object into several asynchronous sub-processes. The idle time caused by unsolved skew in each tick can be employed to execute asynchronous sub-processes at subsequent ticks, whenever the required data object is available.
In this way, the negative effects of unsolved computational skew or communication skew in the current tick can be redressed via executing asynchronous part of its subsequent ticks in advance. When the information of all data objects required for an object is available, the remaining synchronous part (e.g., Line 8 to Line 11 as in Algorithm 2) will be executed for this object and immediately output its current state information to asynchronous sub-processes of related objects for the next tick, ensuring the correctness.
Challenges and Solutions
As shown in the above discussion, to ensure the correctness of our approach, synchronous part of objects can be executed only when the information of all the needed objects is available. In this section, we show how to make an object efficiently know when its synchronous part can be executed.
Although an object does not know exactly what objects are needed by it, fortunately, it can easily know the objects of which partition are needed through location and given application parameters. Take the fish school simulation as the example, a fish can easily know these partitions via the parameters R and V , because the scope where a fish can move or see is limited, and a fish only interacts with fish in this scope. So, our approach uses the completion condition of these partitions to determine whether the synchronous part of an object can be executed. Note that in our approach all objects are range-partitioned across nodes just to leverage the better data locality and reduce communication cost, because each object only interacts with the objects in its context C, which is a set of objects specified by users.
However, in this way, an object may wait for the end of the processing for many unnecessary objects in its neighbor partitions. Moreover, objects even in the same partition also need an individual notification respectively, inducing strict synchronization and much communication cost.
To increase parallelism and reduce communication cost for the above method, we further divide the partition into several pieces for each worker, and make them synchronize with piece as unit. That is to say, it divides the partition processed in each worker into several pieces. When all objects in a piece are processed, this piece notifies all pieces that are dependent on it. Then all asynchronous parts of objects in these notified pieces can be executed in advance. Note that the piece itself is also taken as an exotic piece and notifies itself to calculate its own contribution to its objects for the next tick. After all needed pieces are processed for a piece, all synchronous parts of those objects in this piece can be executed, and output the results to related pieces for the next tick to process as above discussed again. The execution progress overview of a tick is described in Fig. 1 .
Take the fish school simulation as the example, a partition for a worker is further divided into many pieces. Each piece tries to get information of its neighbor pieces, and then processes related asynchronous parts of all its fish together whenever a needed piece is available. Note that the information of fish in each piece is always available to this piece itself for processing of the current tick. After the information of all its needed pieces is available and processed, synchronous part of all its fish is processed together and outputs the information of all its fish to its neighbor pieces for the next tick to process.
IMPLEMENTATION
This section presents the implementation details of the approach discussed above. It mainly presents a data-centric programming model and also develops an efficient runtime system to make the asynchronous part of time-stepped applications easily expressed and efficiently executed.
Programming Model
This part describes the data-centric programming model that is used to easily express and extract the asynchronous part.
In each tick, the processing of each piece, in reality, can be mainly abstracted as follows: 1) it asynchronously receives and processes the information coming from its neighbor pieces to get the contribution of the received information to the final results of this piece, then merges this calculated contribution into its objects; 2) Judge whether all the needed information of its neighbor pieces is available; 3) When all the information is available, it executes synchronous parts of all its objects to get the new information of its objects for the next tick, and then diffuses its new final information to its neighbor pieces for the next tick to process.
Otherwise, it goes back to Step 1 again for processing of the remained neighbor pieces in the future.
So, the processing of each piece needs Get() operation to asynchronously get the information of its a neighbors piece. Then it processes this received information and calculates the partial contribution of this received information to objects in its piece. Later, it uses Update() operation to asynchronously merge the new calculated partial contribution into objects in its piece. Finally, Diffuse() is used to spread the new information of this piece to its neighbor pieces for the next tick.
Those functions that require application developers to instantiate are summarized in Table 1 . Fig. 2 gives a general example to employ such a programming model. The asynchronous part is abstracted by the block between macro Begin and End. The Barrier() in macro End is used to determine whether the code needs to go back to Begin. When the information of needed pieces is not all available, macro End will make the executing code go back to Begin, to process the information of the unprocessed pieces that will be received in the future. Otherwise, the code following End of this piece can be executed. In reality, the code following macro End is the code that cannot be asynchronously executed or called synchronous parts. Now, we show how to employ such a programming model to express the above discussed fish school simulation. The details are described as in Algorithm 3. From this algorithm, we can observe that the code from Line 3 to Line 11 is the asynchronous part. It can be executed whenever its needed information is available. Moreover, the asynchronous part of the next tick can be executed in advance via employing the idle time caused by unsolved skew in the current tick. However, because the remained code following Line 11 needs that the information of all fish is available, the negative effects caused by this synchronous part still exist. Fortunately, the asynchronous part occupies most of the total execution time of each tick as discussed in the following section. Consequently, our approach can efficiently resist the accumulation of unsolved skew in each tick. Diffuse(piece P ) Spread the information of objects in piece P to its neighbor pieces for the next tick. Barrier(piece P ) Check whether the information of all pieces needed by piece P are available.
Set the value of O 1 with the value of O 2 . Termination() Check whether the user specified termination condition is met after each tick. Divide(space S) Divide all objects in simulation space S into several sized partitions. Then all these partitions are automatically assigned to different workers to process. Partition(partition P ) It is used to further divide partition P into several equal sized pieces for each worker. Require: FishGroup G //G contains the information of all fish in a piece. Ensure: FishGroup G 3: Begin 4: FishGroup G get Get(G) 5: for each fish g in G get do 6:
for each fish f in G, and g is visible to f do 7:
. . . //Computes the partial contribution value of g to fish f. 8: Update(f, PartialState new ) 9: end for 10: end for 11: End(G) 12: for each fish f in G do 13:
. . .//Computes the preferred direction for fish f. 14:
Set(f, value) 15: end for 16: //Spreads the information of each fish in G to related pieces for the processing of the next tick. 17: Diffuse(G)
AsyTick
To efficiently support the above discussed programming model and the execution of asynchronous part, a running system, namely AsyTick, is presented in this part. AsyTick also provides an efficient scheduler based on the characteristics of time-stepped applications in order to further reduce the negative effects caused by the accumulation of unsolved skew.
Architecture
AsyTick framework contains a master and multiple workers. Its architecture is presented as in Fig. 3 . The master coordinates the workers and monitors the status of workers, each of which contains and schedules several user tasks (user code) to process different pieces, respectively. Moreover, these user tasks are executed in threads and communicate with others via passing messages. Those tasks in the same worker communicate with each other through logical messages, which are simulated by the shared memory of this worker.
Logical messages are used to communicate so as to make the execution of tasks message-driven and enable an object to know whether all objects on which it depends on have been processed. This is because it is different from periodical information pulling that causes much delay even if the information is already available, and also is unlike arbitrarily information pulling that induces frequent communication and much overhead. In order to reduce its communication overhead, AsyTick also aggregates those messages that are sent to the same node.
AsyTick works as follows. At the beginning, each worker loads a subset of data objects into memory, and makes them shared by its tasks. These data objects are grouped into units of pieces, according to their locality. That is to say, all data objects in the same piece are stored in the same piece element. All pieces in the same worker are maintained in a local in-memory key-value store, namely state Whenever a message is received by a worker, it picks up a piece of data objects recorded in this message, uses Messages distribution Module to redistribute the information of these data objects to related user tasks and then immediately trigger the execution of these tasks. When a task is triggered, it immediately processes its received data objects and merges calculated contribution of these data objects' information into the intermediate value list of related data objects. Later, the function Barrier() in macro End judges whether all needed pieces are available for the piece processed by this task.
To know when all needed pieces are available for a piece, the synchronization table is employed to record which pieces are already available. All this information can be gained according to the message received by this worker. When a message is received by a worker, its Messages distribution Module makes the synchronization table record the key value of all those pieces contained in this message. Then, these records are employed by Barrier() in each user task to determine whether all its needed pieces are processed.
After all needed pieces are available for a piece, the synchronous part of all objects in this piece can be executed. It calculates the new value of objects for the next tick based on the value recorded in the intermediate value list. At the same time, for some applications, some data objects also need to be inserted into related piece for the next tick. This is because some objects of a piece may move to another piece at the new tick for some applications, e.g., fish school simulation. Then the process of this piece for the current tick ends.
Scheduler
AsyTick also provides an ad hoc scheduler to efficiently support the execution of asynchronous part and to further reduce the negative effects caused by accumulation of skew, based on the characteristics of time-stepped applications. In AsyTick, each worker owns a scheduler, which schedules the asynchronous part processing order of all its pieces. It realizes this scheduling via assigning the processing order of pieces that are waited by asynchronous parts. If a worker needs the asynchronous part of a piece to be executed, it just needs to make the information of its needed piece available via Messages distribution Module. Then it can wake up the thread, which is executing the asynchronous part of this piece. The details of priority definition are described as follows.
First, we present what factors should be in the consideration of the priority definition. Because time-stepped applications have strong data locality, each object only interacts with its nearby objects. The processing of each object in time-stepped applications always only needs the information of its neighbor objects. Then it can parallelize the processing of objects inside this partition and more objects in its neighbor partitions for the next tick via first processing the piece that is the nearest one to boundaries of this partition. Then more workers can process objects of their own partition in parallel, further redressing skew accumulation. Consequently, the scheduler can employ the distance between the centre of piece and boundaries of partition as a factor of the priority.
Because some objects of different ticks may need to be processed on the same worker, the scheduler should first schedule the objects of the earlier ticks, and make the partition of the earlier ticks completed quicker, reducing the waiting time of the processing for its subsequent ticks. Now, we present how to define the priority for each piece. From the above discussion, we can find that the priority for each piece is mainly related to the following two factors: 1) its distance to the boundaries of the partition containing it; 2) its tick number. Consequently, we can define the priority Pri(P ) of piece P as follows, and all notations are summarized in Table 2 .
where a and b are constant value to adjust the proportion of D(P ) and N(P ) in Equation (1) . Note that because D(P ) of some time-stepped applications, such as PageRank, is difficult to be calculated, it is selected as a part of priority for scheduler, thus a may be assigned with the value of 0. Obviously, the value N(P ) is more important than D(P ), and b should be set larger than a. In this way, it can first process the piece with the earliest tick.
If there are several pieces of the same tick in a partition processed by a worker, this worker tries to first process the piece that is the nearest one to boundaries of the partition owning this piece.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND EVALUATION
In this section, we first investigate how much unsolved computational skew and communication skew still exist in time-stepped applications subject to the current solutions, and then show how much such unsolved skew can be eliminated by the proposed AsyTick. Finally, the performance of AsyTick is evaluated thoroughly, followed by the investigation of the impact of data size and the number of pieces on its performance. Platform and benchmarks. The hardware platform used in our experiments is a Cluster with 256 cores residing on 16 nodes, while the network interconnection is a 2 Gigabit Ethernet. Each node is a two-way octuple-core with Intel Xeon(R) CPU E5-2670 at 2:60 GHz CPUs and 64 GB memory. Each node has 16 cores and thus a maximum of 16 workers are spawned for each node to run applications. In order to evaluate the system performance, four typical benchmarks described as follows are implemented: 1) Fish school simulation (FS). It is a typical example of behavioral simulation applications, which model complex systems of individual, intelligent agents, such as transportation networks and animal swarms, to better understand real-world phenomena. Its details are described in Section 3.1. 2) PageRank. It is a popular algorithm initially proposed for ranking web pages. Later on, this algorithm has found a wide range of applications, such as link prediction. During each time-step, each worker updates the ranking score for a page based on ranking score of other pages being linked to it. 3) N-body. It simulates the dynamics of a set of interactional particles over many discrete time-steps, where particles apart further than a threshold distance(r) are assumed to have no effects on each other. During each time-step, each worker updates a particle's velocity and position based on its current velocity and the positions of other particles within r distance away. 4) Jacobi method. It is a popular scientific computing algorithm to solve a large system of linear equations and eigenvalue problems. In this algorithm, each diagonal element is solved with an approximate value, which then used for the next iteration until it converges. The data sets used for these algorithms are described in Table 3 . The data sets for PageRank algorithm are real graphs data downloaded from website [34] .
Performance metrics. The performance evaluation mainly uses the following metrics.
1) Computational imbalance degree
is adopted to evaluate the computational skew, where L max is the maximum computation time on any processor and L avg is the mean computation time over all processors. A piece containing many objects. Pri(P )
The priority of piece P .
The shortest distance of piece P to one boundary of the partition containing it. This value is calculated once only, when runtime initially divides partition into pieces for each worker.
The tick number of piece P .
2) Communication imbalance degree C : The communication imbalance degree
is used to evaluate the communication skew, where C max and C avg are the maximal and mean communication time wasted on diffusing the result of current tick to the next tick, respectively. The schemes to be compared. To demonstrate the efficiency of our approach, we realize three other systems in order to compare their performance. 1) OriTick, which is modified by Piccolo [35] and does not employ any method to resist skew. 2) ComTick, leveraging persistence-based load balancer [22] on OriTick. 3) AsyTick-PLB, leveraging persistence-based load balancer on AsyTick. Persistence-based load balancer is state-of-the-art balancer for iterative applications. It redistributes tasks based on the performance profiled from previous ticks. The difference between AsyTick-PLB and ComTick is whether or not adopting our approach. Note that our approach is proposed to resist the accumulation of skew, and also can work together with all the current skew-resist solutions. So, we just test its performance with the persistence-based load balancer.
Computational Skew and Communication Skew for the Existing Solutions
To show the necessity of resisting the accumulation of skew, we first test the condition of computational skew and communication skew for the above four benchmarks with ComTick.
Figs. 4a and 4b show the computational and communication skew situation, respectively, for successive two ticks of the above four benchmarks with ComTick. From these two figures, we can observe that there is much unsolved computational and communication skew in each tick. The computational imbalance degree of n-body benchmark with ComTick is even up to 3:3 at tick 51. The communication imbalance degree of n-body benchmark with ComTick is also up to 0:61 at tick 51 for network jitter. Furthermore, the communication imbalance degree and load imbalance degree may change with the increase of time. From Fig. 4a , we can observe that the computational imbalance degree even increases with ticks for ComTick. Take the n-body benchmark as an example, the computational imbalance degree of ComTick is only 3:1 at tick 50, yet becomes 3:3 at tick 51. From Fig. 4b , we can also observe the increase of the communication imbalance degree at some times.
Based on the detailed analysis, we find that there are two reasons that induce so much high imbalance degree as well as the variation of their values. First, it is difficult to profile the workloads of some time-stepped applications, e.g., behavioral simulations. A distinguishing feature of behavioral simulations is their frequent and highvolume group migration, the phenomenon in which simulated objects traverse domains in groups at massive scale in each tick. This results in continual and significant load imbalance among tasks, which are difficult to be profiled in advance. Second, many factors, such as multi-tenancy, imbalance service utilization, hardware variability, imbalance among tasks of the same applications, all may result in network jitter and the variation of load imbalance statuses in the cloud.
Ratio of Asynchronous Part and Runtime Overhead
In this part, we first show the ratio of asynchronous part execution time against the total execution time of a tick. Later, the runtime breakdown of our approach is presented, followed by the computational and communication overhead of our approach. Fig. 5 shows the execution time ratio of asynchronous part in a tick against the total execution time of this tick on the above four benchmarks. Note that this execution time does not include the time to transfer intermediate results between ticks. From Fig. 5 , we can observe that the ratio of asynchronous part on the above four benchmarks are all more than 85:7 percent. For the Jacobi method, the ratio of asynchronous part is even up to 96:4 percent, which means that much idle time caused by unsolved skew of previous ticks can be employed to asynchronously execute these asynchronous parts in advance. Then the negative effects caused by the accumulation of unsolved skew can be redressed. Fig. 6 shows the execution time breakdown of AsyTick. We can observe from this figure that the maximum time wasted by our approach only occupies 19:2 percent of the total execution time. For n-body benchmark, the time wasted in our approach even occupies only 4:1 percent of the total execution time of a tick. Moreover, the time to process data objects and the time to communicate intermediate results between ticks are up to 92:7 and 3:2 percent, respectively. Fig. 7a presents the relative computational overhead of AsyTick-PLB against ComTick. It can be seen that the relative computational overhead of AsyTick-PLB against ComTick is up to 6:08. Fortunately, as shown in Fig. 6 , the time wasted in our approach is negligible against the total execution time. Moreover, as the discussion below, the benefits gained from resisting the accumulation of unsolved skew are much more than the costed runtime overhead. Fig. 7b presents the relative communication overhead of AsyTick-PLB against ComTick. Although AsyTick-PLB needs the intermediate results of the current tick to be immediately transferred to the related worker and makes this worker process them for the next tick, we can observe that the communication cost of AsyTick-PLB is less than 6:72 times higher than the communication overhead of ComTick. This is because AsyTick-PLB can gather and compress many messages. Note that we just test the computational overhead and communication overhead of AsyTick-PLB, not including the storage overhead. This is because AsyTick-PLB can immediately process intermediate results whenever receiving it. Then there is no necessity to record it. So, the storage cost of AsyTick-PLB is almost the same as ComTick, although AsyTick-PLB needs a synchronization table.
Performance Comparison
In this part, we first test how much computation can be executed in advance and then evaluate how much unsolved skew of ComTick can be absorbed by our approach. After that the performance of AsyTick-PLB, ComTick and OriTick is presented for comparison, followed by the scalability evaluation of our approach. Fig. 8 shows the completion situation of subsequent ticks for the FS benchmark when its ninth iteration has a significant load imbalance issue. From this figure, we can observe that the completion ratios of its successive five iterations are 80:2, 52:6, 28:4, 16:5 and 4:3 percent, respectively. This means that a large amount of parallelism among ticks can be exploited by our approach, due to the localized mobility property of fish school simulation algorithm. Fig. 9 shows how much unsolved skew of ComTick can be eliminated by AsyTick-PLB on the above four benchmarks. In reality, it shows the ratio of spared time in successive ticks via AsyTick-PLB against the extra execution time caused by unsolved computational and communication skew in a tick of ComTick. From Fig. 9 , we can observe that AsyTick-PLB can absorb 74:3 and 88:5 percent unsolved skew of FS and n-body benchmarks with ComTick respectively, and even absorb all unsolved skew of PageRank and jacobi method with ComTick.
The impact of scheduling algorithm on the skew-absorbing ability of AsyTick is shown in Fig. 10 . To investigate this impact, we make the computational imbalance degree of benchmarks very high, until the skew of these benchmarks cannot be all absorbed by AsyTick. Then we test the results via turning-on and turning-off scheduler of AsyTick. In this way, it can present how much ratio of all absorbed skew is contributed by the scheduling algorithm of AsyTick. As shown in Fig. 10 , we can observe that 23:4 percent of all absorbed skew is contributed by the scheduling algorithm of AsyTick on FS benchmark. It can also be seen that both the ratio of PageRank and jacobi method are less than FS and n-body, because the scheduler for PageRank and jacobi method only takes tick number in consideration of the priority definition. Fig. 11 shows the performance of AsyTick-PLB and ComTick against OriTick. As shown in the figure, for the n-body benchmark, the speedup of ComTick against OriTick is only 1:45. Yet, the speedup of AsyTick-PLB against OriTick can achieve up to 3:67 for the n-body benchmark. In other words, our approach can improve the performance of persistence-based load balancer up to 2:53 times. This is because AsyTick-PLB can execute much asynchronous part of subsequent ticks in advance via exploiting the idle time caused by the unsolved skew still existing in each tick. Then AsyTick-PLB can resist the accumulation of the skew unsolved by ComTick in each tick.
Finally, Fig. 12 shows the scalability of AsyTick on nbody. From this figure, we can observe that our solution has a good scalability owing to the low computational skew and low communication skew with low runtime overhead.
Impact of System Parameters
In this part, we examine the impact of data size and the number of pieces on the performance of AsyTick using the above n-body benchmark. Fig. 13 reveals that the execution time of n-body is almost linear with the data size for AsyTick. In other words, the data size has very little impact on the performance of AsyTick.
Fig. 14 reveals the impact of the number of pieces on the performance of AsyTick. From this figure, we can observe that the execution time of n-body decreases as the number of pieces for AsyTick increases. Yet, when the number of pieces is more than 1; 024 Â 1; 024, the completion time is even increasing because more pieces carry more runtime overhead, although it benefits more from resisting the accumulation of skew, showing the tradeoff between the benefits gained from our approach and its cost runtime overhead.
CONCLUSION
Time-stepped applications need logical synchronization to ensure its correctness. But the logical synchronization between ticks makes the negative effects of unsolved skew accumulated in each tick. However, the current approaches can not resist the accumulation of skew. This paper reveals that much computational part of the processing for objects in each tick can be asynchronously executed in advance via utilizing the idle time of workers caused by unsolved skew in the current tick. An efficient approach is then proposed to exploit these asynchronous parts and achieve more parallelism, redressing the negative effects caused by accumulated unsolved computational and communication skew. Furthermore, we develop a data-centric programming model allowing users to easily express asynchronous parts and also implement a runtime system coupled with an ad hoc scheduler for time-stepped applications to support the efficient execution of asynchronous parts. Experimental results show that our approach can improve the performance of time-stepped applications compared to a state-of-the-art computational skew-resistant approach up to 2:53 times. The experiments also demonstrate that our approach can work well together with current skew-resist solutions. Now that we have developed an approach to efficiently supporting the execution of time-stepped applications which can be decomposed, we will investigate which timestepped applications can be decomposed and how to correctly decompose these applications in our future work. Furthermore, we will incorporate our approach into other skew-resistant approaches and analyse their performance together to show its efficiency, and also employ it to more time-stepped applications in order to demonstrate its feasibility.
